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Overview
• Online discussion: a permutation of traditional focus groups

• Why use an online discussion
• The study
• Asynchronous or real time online discussions?
• Communication in online discussions: a hybrid language
• What is WebCT?
• Advantages of using an institutionally-based Virtual
Environment such as WebCT

Moving the focus group online
Not a group interview, individual interview online or, a
naturally forming online group
A “permutation” of traditional” focus groups with special
characteristics:
• Ensured anonymity-> permissive atmosphere->
personal disclosure
• Allowing every participant a “voice” (through their
computer)
• No physical cues-> no in vivo “judgement”
• Automatic recording and printing

More reasons for deploying online
discussions
• Eliminating costs e.g. travelling, telephoning,
transcribing
• Time constraints

• Participation of geographically dispersed participants
• Time for participants to think and reflect before
composing and posting a message
• Participation while being in a familiar environment

The study
• Occupational therapists‟ perceptions of the academic difficulties
of mainstream school children, born prematurely

• Mixed method study: survey, interviews, discussion groups
• Discussion groups: part of a triangulation process
• Discussions: forum for deeper, more extended analysis
• Advantages of the method: “naturalistic” interaction;
argumentative justification of views; pluralism of views;
opportunity for reflective comment
18/11/2010
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Asynchronous or real-time?
• No requirement for the participants to be online at the same
time; posted messages archived
• Increased flexibility -> minimizing drop-outs
• Linear, chronologically sequenced dialogue
• Interaction not endangered by the fast turn-taking of real-time
discussions
• Independent of computer proficiency and participant‟s typing
skills
• Time to read others‟ comments and reflect before posting
6

A “hybrid” mode of communication
• “E-language”: elements of both written and spoken language
• Careful counterbalancing of:
Loss of spontaneity
Misunderstandings and superficial coverage
Distancing the thought from the speaker
WITH
Elaboration and expansion of writing-> rich, reflective responses
• Decision: subject to the study‟s objectives, participants‟
linguistic skills, instructor‟s expertise
18/11/2010
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What is WebCT?
• Evolution of older computer-mediated systems

• Initially designed for e-learning purposes
• User friendly, no requirements for specific software
• Accessed by any computer with Internet
• Computer competency of the researcher
• Host‟s (institution) technical infrastructure

Features of WebCT
MAIN:
• Communication: multi-threaded discussion board
• Document posting; links to websites (hypertext); resource bank
• Evaluation of WebCT experience tool (e-survey)
ADDITIONAL:
• Access to email
• “Notice board” for up-dated information (announcements)
• Monitoring participation: “tracking down” participants tool
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Home Page

Discussion Area
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Advantages of using an institutional
virtual environment
• Safe, secure and confidential environment
–
–
–
–

Encrypted passwords protected area
„Netiquette‟ to address unacceptable behaviour
Security patches, anti-virus software updates
Data archiving and deletion policy

• Institutional support: technical problems
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